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SCHLUSSPiLE EDITORIAL by Ken Potter.

Ware sorry it’s late, but wo gave Fandom up for Lent, 
and b; the time Lent was over, we were dead drunk.

you know,

You may be 
of BREIJN? after

forgiven, gentle reader, for expecting the renaissance 
so long a wait, to be spectacular and luge.

Well it isn’t...

We fix'St did a bit on a flatbed. Then we looked incredulously at 
the last BRENN, fifty-eight pages, all on flatbed, shrugged shoulders 
and bought a Gestetner.

We kept the issue small for economy’s sake, and also because a lot 
of the duplicating turned out to be bad cos we underinked. I am willin g 
to make the highly controversial statement that it’s all legible. Next 
time will so a great improvement on the bad pages herein - we'll be at 
least up to the standard of the good ones, The dearth cf illos will be 
corrected too next time. And since we have a rotary duper and enthusi
asm we don't expect it to ta'e very long.

This one is for free. Next time- one, shilling or at least write.

Thats enough Editorial-type-editorial. Futurely I will be con- 
tribut ng a column with the awe-inspiring title

the b ra 1/I e s P / U o o n_________
1 v Id like to give you a short example ........

That would you do if you awoke one morning to discover a space 
ship had landed on your lawn? I seem to have been asked this question 
numberless times:. .But I have the answer.

The public reaction to something as alien as men from Mars is 
difficult, if not impossible, to gauge. The fact that we can only 
guess has for much good Science Fiction in the past. But ” think you 
will agree it would be. fascinating to find out.

Eight years or more ago, Dave and I thought so. So with the 
instopable enthusiasm of youth, we decided to put it to the test.

We had some old vacuum cleaner paxts, enough material for a shroud, 
and some nondescript metal objects.

I draped Dave, ’ judicously painted the shroud, and bedecked him 
with unrecognisable .unks oi metal.

then lurked round a corner.



Furness Street was a shambles., It is covered with bricks and 
things, which would have been used for a building programme curtailed by 
the war. It is the ideal place for bonfires, and it was November. 
The bulk of the population were strugglihg with trees.

Dave continued to lurk, while I ran wildly across their field of 
vision, giving every appearance of frantic terror. They didn't even 
notice.** I' ran back again streaming. They looked up disapprovingly.

"A Martian's landed!" I panted, running towards them. One of the 
bigger ones told me to go away.

We were prepared for scorn and disbeleif , even in the face of my 
convincing histrionics. But let them preserve their equanamity on 
beholding the terror. We would soon see their steel nerves wilt. 
Hal

I lept over a few walls and came up behind Dave. He was bloody ■ 
cold, and said so. I shushed him — I didn't want anybody to suspect 
he was human.

t/'Are they scared?" he asked.

, ."No", ! replied "But they're disturbed. I have sown the seed of 
doubt."

So the mighty awe-inspiring shrouded vacuum cleaner bedecked form 
of Dave lumbered towards the industrious group of bombfire constructors. 
He delivered himself of bloodcurdling alien cries as he advanced. When 
nothing happened, he stopped running and looked at them bewildered. The 
tough one told him to go away, and they continued building the bombfire. 
He went away.

So now I am done with the public. But if I see a Martian any time, 
or a Space Ship in the garden, I shall tell it to go away. If it 
doesn't, I'll take a shot of mescalin and a quart of whisky. If it 
doesn't go away after that, it probably John W. Campbell, doing a little 
social research.

Kis death was due to improper feeding by visitors ..... 
........................... (The Champion. March 1914.)................................. ..

IRENE

...And so time has rolled by and I now find myself in these cir
cumstances. Life is hardl Just recently we had to buy a picture to 
cover up the wall paper. Ken is annoyed with the tiny back kitchen 
'cos he can't play a trombone in it. The living room is so huge were 
thinking of letting out qs flats. Next week I begin a new job, and 
so on, and so on....

We he going to emigrate and go to London and descend on the Ashworth's 
and grow a beard and get up earlier and stay out later and sell records 
and trombones and a bike and paint a hble and write a book go on a world 
trip drink more smoke more save more spend more think more rest more 
and do more and yet more of BRENNSCHLUSS that great and wonderful fanzine 
that cones to you .... well ... er.., we hope it does,, but don't we all.
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Last time I wrote about the people who come in and 
pay thier electricity bills. I call these the SHEEP. 
This time, we will consider the GOATS, i.e. the ones who 
don’t cone in and pay thier electricity bills.

Theoretically, all,we need do to get our money is 
cut off their juice, whereupon...driven to desperations, 
they will rush in shamefacedly, and imploringly thrust 
wads of notes at us.

But it’s not so simple as that.

Mrs Grommet is our favourite goat, and the study 
of her case will give you a fair idea of the intricate 
web of subtle ploys and subterfuges by which we extract 
the goats’ money from them.

In a dark draw in Mrs Grommet’s house, lies an 
electricity bill. It gathers dust, all hops- abandoned 
She stuffed it there a month ago, with a snort of disgust 
and it is destined never to see the Light of day again,.

Up the path comes a postman, bearing a reminder 
notices These are sent out by the central billing 
office, and I can just imagine some girl sitting at her 
machine, churning out reminder notices by the thousand, 
a wicked gleam in her eye, thinking of the panic and 
consternation she is spreading, when, all the time, they 
mean, nothing at all to the. goats. Nothing more than 
a mere hors d’’euvre. . . .a taste of bigger things to 
cone.. Maybe 1% will ecare the wits out of some poor 
starving old soul. Maybe another 1^ will infuriate a 
pompous plutocrat, who ’ust happened to have been, on 
holiday. The rest suffer all sorts of indignities 
at the hands of the goats.
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Mrs Grommet sees hors coming, and guides it straight into the wustv 
paper basket, before it has time to fall on the oat.

A few weeks later comes the Knock. On The Door. This is what the Goats 
fear most. None of them dare answer The Knock On. The Door....or for that 
matter The Ring On The Bell. For they know this would bring them face to 
face with our Collector, and then all would be lost.

The human, nervous system is structurally of inconceivable 
complexity. It is estimated that there are in the human brain about 
twelve thousand millions of nerve cells or neurons, and more than half 
of these are in the cerebral cortex. Disorientation on coming face to 
face with our Collector is approximately 8.5%, and the energy surge 
developed in the attempted reintegration is of sufficient potential to 
cause a cortical-thalamic short circuit.

This invariably results in the right hand moving spontaneously to 
the purse ... or trouser pocket as the case may be., and handing over 
Ten Bob On Account..

krs. Grommet however, after 97 years of looking in the mirror, 
could no- doubt face the Gorgon herself with impunity. She is certainly 
up to.facing our Collector and making lying promises to bring something 
into the office at the weekend.

When the goats have been somewhat weeded out and only the hardier 
ones remain they got one )f our Special Letters, which says we are tired 
of mucking about and unless they pay up pretty damn quick we will Issue 
Instructions for the Supply to bo Disconjiected. (Note the aubtelty of 
this... we don’t conmet ourselves by saying we will actually disconnect, 
merely that we will Issue Instructions.... you will see the reason for this 
later)

Most of the gouts quail when they get one of these, and are soon 
out of the running. Even hrs, Grommett is not unmoved by our Special • 
Letter. She doesn't merely ignore it and throw it into the waste paper 
basket (like the Reminder Notice)..... she gives it a contemptuous sneer 
and throws it into the waste paper basket.

The next character in the act is the Cut Off Man. We give him a 
little chitty and he sets off, pliers in hand, to play hide and seek with 
Mrs. Groumett.

He knocks on her front door then scorches round the garden to 
catch her coning out the buck, but she is up to that little ploy and stays 
put. Ie peers in one window after another as she crawls from room to 
r on. He departs and then cones back in various disguises....' dark 
glasses and beard, Davey Crckett hat, space,an1s helmet, Sant® Claus 
outfit ('.'/inter quarter) and other variations ... but Mrs Grommett is no 
fool and answers to door to no one. ■ She has more time than he, and he 
is the one who gives in first.’. She glares at his departing back then 
goes and gloats over the meter spinning merrily around.



•• Back at the office, we play our last card. We send her a Registered 
letter. This one says that unless she opens the door, and lets us get to 
her neter, we will Dig Up The Road and cut the cable. The deadline is set 
for a weeks tine, and when the day arrives, we realize she has called our 
bluff. We oust dig up the road, or lose face.

So we choose' the burliest, nearest looking of our gangers, and transport 
hia up to her front gatte. With a great clatter, he unloads picks and shovels 
and things, and soon Mrs Groiaaet can be seen, peering through the curtains

She sees our nan swinging his pick at the road and for the first tine 
a shadow of anxiety crosses her face. But little does she know he has 
fitted a rubber tip to the pick, for the Town Council would not like it if 
he da' .aged their road surface. As he hacks away in lifelike Manner she 
bites her nails in indecision, and it's just a question of whether her 
nerve will break before she realises nothing is happening. Finally our 
nan plays his tru; ip cord. Ee takes fron his bag an artificial crack and 
lays it on the road.

With a shric-k krs • Grornaett bursts forth and stuffs a fistfull of Moth
ball spelling pound notes into the hands of our writing collector.

Heigh ho, another one off the list.

. .................. .. .........................................................................................................................................................
Kale and Female Bush Babies will not separate (Exchange & Mart 30/1/58).

Do- v a ponders l< I p



fables

Irene potter
A short tine ago, I was searching through our fannish output during 

the past decade or so. I found it to be a miserable heap of crud, in
spite of the encouraging letters to. PERI, and the ecstatic ones to BREN 
Only the following did I consider worthy of reprint. This was circ
ulated to a privileged few one Christmas many noons ago, and is still, 
I think,:the best thing my esteemed wife ever did. So we commence her 
contribution with.

AND THE Sit OKE CAME DOW THE CHIMNEY JUST THE SAE

"Poor Santa Clause" said Daddy, in a miserable tone, J 7 J
"now he’ll get his coat all black.". A few clouds of s 
smoke belched miserably from the fireplace, and hung. 
Pouff, they said, and vanished. ’"Poor Santa Clause" 
said Kunry. I..was silent.

After a while^ they discovered that if they.kept the 
door, open, the smoke went up. tne chimney. . After u while 
longer,.. w.e were all very very cold. So they closed the 
door, and the smoke cane do.m the chimney again. "Poor 
Santa Clause" said Daddy. And after another while ny
Mother opened the window. But this became cold too, after
a while, arid was no use. Daddy shook his head.



The builder t»aid "Your chimney pot is cracked, you want another.”' 
And so he put on a new chimney pot, and took away the old one. ‘ My 
mother went to the fireplace, and the smoke was coming down the chimney. 
"Poor Sent,. Clause"1 I said. My father went out, and came back with the 
builder. The builder looked up. :the chimney a long time. "Hmmmm" he 
said, and then vent away to think about it.

One day ny father saw the builder digging and planting, so he asked 
■■.bout the chimney, and the- builder said he was thinking about it wasn’t 
he.. My fairer kept asking about the chimney, and one day the builder 
dame with a (peer tube, lie fired it to the new chimney pot and went 
away again. My mother went to see the fire place, and the smoke was 
coming down the chimney. My father was angry with the builder.

"Poor Santa Clause" said ry brither, and bered two holes in the 
floorboards near the fireplace. "Why are you doing that" I asked. 
"It’s sue^ien" he said, Then we sat al 1 that night and watched the 
smoke- coming eat of the chimney. Then ny father was angry with my . .. 
brother. So say brother blocked the holos up again, and went away and 
suited about it.

. My mother femd a loose brick in the chimney, and -ray father told' 
the builder abcnt it-. "Aaah" said the builder wisely, "that’s what made 
it smoke." So ^y father cane home, and smoke was coming down the chimney 
He-went back, und told the--builder about it. The builder said "You 
want your chimney widening". -And. ray father said "Pishl ".and. walked- 
away... He sene for toe .chimney sweep. The .chimney sweep swept the. 
chimney, and then he went array, and left the soot, in the garden. "My 
mother said '.'t' c smoke is coming down the chimney" . ..So. they. had. a. row....

. . .A ’or days la ter..two men arrived with ..the new fire place.,, and pre.tty 
soon it was all nice and neat and fired in. A snail cloud.of smoke 
appeared, a- d went "P.<uff". I looked around, and all the people said 
"Hew preety". "Poo- Santa Clause" I said. "But that.. doesn’t matter 
any more" they sail in -surprised tones "You're too old for that sort 
of thing now, ywu know.”

it's that bald dog again

Fro?; the very beginr ing, I was endeared to Grandpa. Every year 
during the r-rs er holidays, I would find vyseif deposited upon, him and 
poor Grinin fo ■ a week or so. Grandpa grew grapes and each year 
upon, ny return hor';, a 1Sood •'..•*■ grapes mysteriously disappeared. Ee 
also grew tomatoes, but tnese were always "taken care of" by a young 
rale cousin of f ine, with where i worked hand in glcve.

Grandpa had a paint hut too. As might be expected of such a hut 
it was full of paint of every hue and colour. He used to stand in the 
midst of Bunds end rounds of c.ms meditating and nixing a dark fawnish 
coloured puirt. He always mixed paint dark and fawnish, it was either 
his way of. soxf extras ion, or maybe he wanted to paint something dark 
and fftwnisb. In any case.he never used it, .’cos after a while he’d 



say "Hmmphl", glare at it menacingly, and scrape it all back int a messy 
looking tin. Then he’d lock everything up, and stagger back into the 
nouse- like abeaten man.

Now I’m going t® tell you about the telescope. Thiis telescope fas
cinated me above all else, and was Grandpa's most prized posession. 
He said he'd got it from a Captain of some ship or other. Of course, 
I didn't believe him. Not because I didn't think he could have got it 
from, any particular captain, but because Grandpa was the sott of person 
you just naturally didn"t believe, whatever it was he told you.. The 
fact remains that he did have this telescope, and it kept right on 
fascinating me. Grandpa hardly ever let me hold it, which drove me 
almost wild. I took to asking questions.

"Could you see the stars through it?" Yes, you could see the stars 
through it. "How big do they look?" They looked quite big. "What 
do they look like?" They looked just bigger. "can you see the craters 
ora the moon, Grandpa?" Yes, you could see the craters on the noon. 
"LW ita® mountains?" The mountains as well. "How many times does it

Grandpa?" He didn't know that one. "How many times do you
~ a ink it magnifies?" Don't worry your Grandpa. Come and get some

'J
This last remark was of the somewhat mundane nature I usualf^' had 

do put up with.

Eventually, I had Grandpa standing on the back door step, telescope 
in hand, all ready to show me the Wonders Of The Universe in. general. 
This was as far as we got, however, for he proclaimed the night to be 
"too cloudy", and in spite of my ardent pleadings, shuffled back 
ins ide.

The night I really did manage to get him outside wasn't much of 
a success. He would gaze at sone point in the sky for a considerable 
length of tine remarking about sone interesting object and when a snail 
cloud obscured his -dew, he would hand the telescope to me as though I 
could tell him what was going on behind the steamy mass. It didn't 
take ne long to discover that I wasn't cut out for star gazing. For 
one thing I had a terrible struggle trying to keep the correct eye 
closed, and when I did get the correct eye closed I could never ibpen 
the other fur enough for comfort. For another thing, when I had 
arranged myself thus, the telescope just naturally avoided the object 
I wi. ed to observe, and even if I found this spot with the correct 
eyes in the correct places, Grandpa would suddenly remove the tele
scope because he wanted to look at something quite different. All 
this was very frustrating to a young and eager scientist like myself. 
I tried to improve matte* s by resting the telescope on the backyard 
gate, but this had its limitations of course.

Grandpa had the strangest theories on astronomy. I remember thisr 
outstanding one in particular. "Saturn", he said, "doesn't move like 
the other planets. It goes upland down in jerks of seven". This
was a new one on me. "One, two, three, four, five, six, SEVEN," 
said Grandpa, waving his arm up and down. I was amazed at his imag
ination. "Saturn is the one with the rings", he went on". "I know 



I said, "but it doesn't shoot up and down the way yousaid."
"I have seen it. It coves up and down in jerks. One, two, three, 
four, five, six, seven."
"But it can't!"
"Why?"
"Well - er- it’s against the law of gravity."
"Allright" he said "If there's a clear sky tonight, I'll show you. It 
jerks up and down. One, two, three, four, five six, SEVEN. Just like 
I said. You'll see.

There’ was a clear sky that night, and we duly presented ourselves 
on the front door step. hiy father was also in the offing.

Grandpa searched the sky for some moments, the telescope waving 
gently up and down. "Now then.." he said at last. And we looked toward 
where the' telescope pointed hopefully. The stars were twinkling, and 
the gloomy looking surroundings wcere very busy looking gloory. We 
looked at Grandpq. "Hcniiph" he said. "Have you found it?" I asked
"Here you are" said Grandpa, ignoring ny question. He took the tele
scope away from his eye, and turned to v~j father. "That's the one" he 
said, pointin vaguely skywards.

My father took the telescope, and waved it wildly for a few moments, 
before he settled down to pulling the cost horrible faces, with his chin 
resting on his kneecaps snugly.

"Well" I said at length, "Can you see anything?"

"Aaaaargh" was the reply. So I said "Well?" "Grunph- ug er - 
yes er ug unph nx" "Here" I said "Let ne have a look."

And sandwiched between the two of then, I did ry best to locate the 
planet. As it turned out, it was a hopeless struggle. Once, after 
waiting for a cloud to depart, I managed to locate the desired spot.
My Grandpa said suddenly "I think you’re looking at the wrong one" and 
loaned on the end of the telescope. "Get off!" I screamed.

But during the commotion., an aunt appeared at the doortep and cried 
"You're to cone in, and do younwant some tripe for supper?" Grandpa 
did; He took the telescope, and dissappeared within. And that, to 
say the leastest, was that.

The planets are of not much use to anyone. (RAF star chart)

TRIPPERS take a top

We cone tripping along over a lot of sal cony coloured ground, ne 
carrying a canvas type? bag, cos Potter is too lazy (chiz). Thinks "The Hound 
and we cone upozu this great metal structure'. We guess it is the Eiffel 
lower, because of the? way it locks. Ken tells oe how many times higher 
than. Blackpool tower it is, on. account of him knowing things like that 
It is not necessary for you. to know this, so I won”t burden, yow with it, 
and besides, I forget what he said.



I think to tiiyself "Oh" I think "I did not know it was so big". But 
I look again and it is stijl there and so I guess it is really as big as 
I thought it was the first tine. Sone people don't go by first imp
ressions. I don't know if I'm one of these people so I look again to 
make sure.

There is a little shop in the corner of one leg of the tower which 
sells useless things of no use whatsoever. Everybody goes up and has a
look and strolls away again and a big fat lady sits inside and knits.

All the time Ken takes photographs of "angles" of something and we 
press on to see what the huge queue of stray people is doing straggling 
under the belly of the tower proper. ;7e discover it is for going up 
the tower that they are queueing and we want to go up too. It costs 
umpteen francs, but 1 don't understand about those. They're piece of 
metal which Ken carries in his pockets and sometimes allows n<e to hold.

And there we are in a little crowd waiting f-r the lift. The lift 
cones down. It is a daft shape - something between a squashed diamond 
and a coal scuttle. We shuffle inside with the crowd and are borne 
upwards and backwards into a whole mess of iron structure and such.

There is a Charlie in tne lift in a hideous uniform with a stripe 
down his pants, looking as if he will grow a wax moustache. Ye don't
think much of hii. The lift speeds onward. It comes to a halt and 
we are let out. We find ourselves on a laroe plateau and the first 
stage is complete.

Ken strides to, the’ edge and leans ver. Be says "I hope we can go 
further than this'.' I lean over and immediately feel sick. "Yes" I 
say. ,

T^en a shout of jubilation from Ken. He has seen a vertical pole 
as thin as a spiders back leg with tiny web-like steps winding upwards 
into n thingness. He says "Let's ao up there". I quail. My marrow 
runs lirp idly down into my shoes. "I'm not going up that", say I. 
(Thinks — be looks as the' he may bash . .y skull in. Proceed with 
caution). My statement is true however for on approaching I find that 
the pole is railed off - tne railings having Spikes uzon them, the nature 
of which would tend to make clir.ijing difficult.

I sink to my knees in thankfulness. "Get up", screams Ken. Then
in a lighter vein .as tho' reading fro.. a notice "Lift to “the top On the 
flo r below". he prances iff and I stagger after hit at a respectful 
distance - naturally.

"Ze crowd into the second lift and we find we are standing next to a 
Charlie in a hideous uniform with a stripe down his pants. After 
staring for a considerable length of tine I discover he already has a 
wax moustache. 7e thinZc le*s of him in anything. And all I can see 
for miles and miles £s patches of greyish sky and lumps of scaffolding 
shooting alarmingly past. That's the second type stage.



Nothing happens on 
lift. Inside I decide 
he's standing next to a

the next floor because 
it is tine to be sick. 
Charlie who is wearing

Sie make a bee-line for the 
Ken already is, because 

stripes on his trousers.

The 
gr >ws as 
too that 
a 1ot of

lift jolts and moves upwards, swiftly at first, but my horror 
I see it slow down until it is almost at a standstill. I notice 
the metal work outside is thinning iut. There seems to be quite 
sky about.

The lift does
shuffle out of the

stop. X!e are not at the top as I had thought, 
lift and into yet another one and up we go.

We

An occasional girder drops away from us. This lift is mostly made 
of glass. Than': Ghu the floor isn't. A small b >y is lifted up to see
He screaris! I begin to perspire freely. (A fragment flashes thro' ny 
mind "There but for the grace of Ghu go I") The little lift man leans 
nonchalantly on the door with crossed legs and a faraway expression upon 
his countenance. I think to myself "The top will be two inches wide".

Imagine ny relief then when upon reaching the top I find it large 
enough to harbour a tiny island of shops with room enough to walk around. 
A barrier of glass comes between us and the outside world.

Ken is not satisfied. he trots round the little shops with a zest 
wonderful to behold until ne finds the object of his quest. A flight of 
stairs, leading upwards. "Ah" he exclaims, and with new energy bounds 
forward.. I follow tret blingiy. hat new terror an I about to behold?

yin icy blast buffets me unkiiu ly as 1 step out into the rarified air. 
I discover directly in front and only two feet away a kind of metal 
baskety which is the only thing between ne and li itless space. I ed,.,e 
out and discover a wonderful thing. Parisi

The river wanders.along shining in the la te Autumn light. To the 
left t e buildings and more countrified surroundings are gradually be— 
co ing enveloped in. a.light ,.ist.

Further toi-one1 side, the Arc De friumpne. Here- I crawl ai'hnnd to 
the ?tner side-. ■ TheSacre Coeur stands^stoutly upon, the horizon.. I 
sm int.slightly-and ■ take ut Notre Dafib <a ong what appear to be dirty 
looking building&i kyi fhars are a t^ing. of the past* I pounce upon 1 
one of several telescopes and peer anxiously ahout. Seems you have!to 
pay to look thro' these, only they don't tell you until after.

. : '• i Hi . _ i ’ 1 i j. !

Sie great.time later I crawl back'inside to thaw my.frozen bones and 
discover a toilet. 'ater type. HIGHT nT TLE TOP. Must be one of the 
wonders of the world. ■ , . I *

As we sink happily downwards on the return journey'Ken discovers that 
our friend in the striped pants is an American. Perhaps lie's symbolic of 
something. So full of joy am I that 1 discover so. e metal type stairs and 
walk down the last.lap. I don't discover how s >rry I am until I reach the 
b ttom. So t'goes to show doesn't iti Well I raean doesn't it. Ken
is so pleased that he'buys me an ice cream and we live happily even after.

Il i •
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Chapter the one. 150 miles from the Finsbury Taris Empire 
being e sort of prologue.

The years have flown in idnis Foo and any things have happened. 
A few are worth rec Hing— many are not. Ken and I entered the array. 
Mal Ashworth took the staff of life and got married. Irene Gore became 
Mrs Potter. ken and 1 entered civilisation. Yes I rust repeat, a lot 
has happened over the last two years ,,..........

/hen Ken and I went into the ^ray we both L.ade great plans that 
every incident, every tench, would be recorded by the roving pen and 
later censored ant’ cleaned up for Rubbing in Bren ........

My personal plans were soon to oe shattered ..................

wUIGiJT!U Getfellin There.... At thedouble. Oh you orrible 
bloody lot ..... My sainted Jesus soldier if you don’t pick your feet 
up I’ll kick you so ’ard on the ass you’ll find adain faking ladre’s ’our.. 
SJUAD! 3 quad - SHAH* Move ... to ... The right-in-threes, RAHHHOIT 
TAHN By-the-left. QtAAlCKMAaCHAH! .............. "

..’hich ended what was to be the cost turbulent and frank diary 
of a British Soldier. Ken doubtless fared little better .............

Fortunately I still had contact with the outer world through the 
medium of letters. Through these 1 managed to gleen a few things about 
progress and the outside world we all in our raocents of agony refered to 
with baited breathe as "Civvy Street".

"........... You know that 1 have moved to a new adress.
Boy, this is a areat house. Much bigger than the other 
one, and a small garden {yippee) and its much nearer Valts 
(hooray) and I’ve Oot a little room of sty own where I cun 
hammer away at the dreaded typer without worrying about ti.e 
vibration if formerly caused to the television screen.



i

AJsd 1 can bait the door and keep the nip ers froi-i rummaging 
• about --ith : y letters and papers and fanzines and things.

I an, however, starved of office furniture. ?y desk at the 
i ;Oi ent is constructed of two tea chests with a hunk of 
greenmould wood suspended between them to hold the typer.. 
Match, tea c ests ain’t very high, so 1 have to curl up 
like cin ingrowing toenail, and as 1 type, I can rest ny 
chin on nees if I need to contemplate for a few nompats. 
It fair 13ives we the backache, though. I've also had to 
make to holes in each side of the teuCLest, so that I can 
fit :y elbows in as I type. 1 tedl like a little hunch- 
bac’ , and every so often 1 get up and streeecb out - y arris 
and c est, and rise to ny full five feet six inches. Then 
again, the flipping room is cold, and after everv three or 
four lines I Gave to run up and i on the stairs to bring 
bach tie circulation. 1 sometimes find yself wondering if 
it is worth it. Last aiuut, 1 .>,ad cram;* so ^ad that I 
couldn’t wove. I sort of swayed to and. fro untij 1 wu s 
able to move over a tea cue st sufficiently far enough to 
cause the r-ouldy plank to slip off. The resultant crash 
as the typer disaj oared through the floorboards brought up 
ny wife to investigate, us 1 had intended, but sie had en
force to retrace her steps to the root; below, and help lift 
the typer off ,y lap. There must be SO? fl' 1; G about fanac. 
Mustn't tore."

Don't worry fol's Join Jerry wrote me that in 1055 so he's had a 
little tire to settle in by now. Joim vas one of a trusted few whose 
letters were, for u bile enyv-ay, allowed to penetrate the confines of my 
new. hoae. After a while even they were stopped. Jut there was one an 
aoout whom I could write prose till tne end of my days. One man alone 
who with dexterous manipulation and the cunning licking of a stump could 
always be guaranteed to get through to ne. 'is letteis came with 
-alar Ing all'ucrecity, hardly a month or two passed before I could ensure 
a reply to whatever' I had written. He was a man who never new the weeks 
t;e . ouths or the years. Time meant nothing to Gin, as any one will 
know when I say his name ............. (shudder)

Mal Ashworth. The fan with the eternal .--uesting mind...........

"As I sit here writing to you sorieone is playing
'Loch Lomond* on an uccordian next door. This district has
atmosphere - you have to give it that, whatever else you give it
(like disinfectant, a wide bertn, etc) I suppose really it 
is Just the ^lace for a buduin*, young author to do a oentle 
little Dylan Thomas or >iiiiu:i .Saroyan on the world. I 
intend to see what can be done about it sooner or later.
It is a district of reasonably hr^e .houses which must have 
aeon quite \rell-to-do u decade or two ago but are nor mostly- 
converted iiito flats. in ten years it ill be more or less 
a sluu. At present it is in a ruUer intoresti.-i;, trensi- 
tiohul sta^e — anybody and everybody -iK,iit be your next door 



neighbour (and probably is for all we; know. We have hardly seen our next 
door neighbours yet. Which is just the way I like things. Why, I sup
pose there could even be a brothel next door for all I know. There? could? 
There c-o-u-l-d ??? Excuse me..

as I sit here typing to you through two blackened eyes and a swelling 
nose. I am now able to report to you that I have now had the pleasure of 
meesting our next door neighbours. There is, it seems, no brothel next 
door to us.

Still, there could be.

Like I say, it is an interesting district.

We keep finding slugs in our sink.

You must come and see us as scon as possible. You and Brenda too. 
or even just Brendafor that matter, There is nothing immoral left to 
me now but adultery. It is a dull life.

I haven’t done anything in months. I haven't read, or written, or 
fanned,, or anything civilised. I am mentally devoid of everything. But 
I am "ending Dylan Thomas. The other dav, I saw a copy of "The Wayward 
Pus" ^by Steinbeck, o; course)- for 2/- . > .1 .gJ b tLut• thinking /Here. is 

- tike f ed' jn auon _ ■ ’ ' "’perb book of his and it should
be a most fascinating 1. :ory . iu will probably teach me oodles and 
oodles about writing5. Thirty pages in it was doing just nothing so I
ditched it. Then a day or two Icter I saw "Portrait of the Artist As A 
Young Log" by'Dylan Thomas for 2/- and I thought "hell another one. 
But 7Zood says he’s goods he must be good1 so I got it and I’m reading it 
and he is. He is a fine writer and I guess- he can teach ne something 
about it. Thanks.

About the only constructive thing I an doing at the moment - apart 
from having affairs with secretaries and so on - is photography. Potter- 
tails ne he has c quire . a Camera too and the dread disease is getting 
him. I gloat. And thou, De&r David? I now have access to an enlarger 
too so this makes it a lot more worthwhile.

This, of course, presents an absolutely unique opportunity to the 
Fannish Association for the Appreciation of Fifteen Denier Nylon Nighties. 
The old box cameras cone pouring out, are stood on piles of books while 
the fan breathlessly holds the shutter open, counting off the seconds 
(backwards, of course, five, four, three, two one, zero, shutter closed) 
and the fan's girl-friend freezes to death over in the other corner of 
the room in a fifteen denier nylon nightie. I almost feel like a great 
Benefactor of Mankind) Yes.

Ashworth has since then converted me to photography. After all who 
could resist the continual plying of such interesting text-books, as "Charm 
Photography" "The Fairer Sex". "Bust Beauties" "fiustier Beauties" "The fuller 
Figures exposed" etc etc. I now chant apertures and film speeds in try sleep. 
Who ever said the Sense of Wonder was lost ought to contact Ashworth. That 
will set him wndering;



Chapter Two, Potter takes over from Harding 
beginning with a liberel quote from Ashworth;-

Alas, alas. this is sad news about Potter. I wrote ang- 
uishedly to the seat of his affections, after receiving your 
devastating communication, to find out if any more was known. 
He was then somewhere in the wilds of Wiltshire or sone such place 
(not far from Trowbridge, so the story goes) awaiting dispatch 
to Godknowswhere ( a boll—hole if ever there was one. .. And 
apparently there was.) Moreover, it seems, the seat of his 
affections has now become his betrothed. The telling of how 
they broke the news to mist-eyed parents is a classic of human 
courage and endurance 5 well - a classic of humour anyway, which 
I have begged permission to publish in HOT, even as I hope, given 
your kind indulgence, to select passages of this turbulent 
missive from your goodself for the same fate. Anyway thus it 
is. Potter nay go anywhere, they have got engaged and the 
whole system of slinging people - who don't want to be slung — 
out to far-flung corners of the earth is Bloody Lousy. But we, 
just happening to be rainions, seem to have little say in such 
things.

Irene also says someone has given him a trombone 5 that is 
the cruellest cut of all. /

Yes indeed this, the saddest news of 1957 was the cruellest cut 
of all. Indeed all Cyprus must have felt the Sense of bonder at the 
coming of One of Ghod. Still the Message was taken and Lancaster Fandom 
stretched its second corner to another part of the Empire.

..... Meanwhile the abominable Ashworth was still trying to prove 
his worth.............

Aint that hell? I ring up offering to sit in the auditorium 
of a cinema with a skeleton, at midnight, to watch a private 
showing of a horror film. And what happens? Does the skeleton 
answer the telephone? Does a sinister, Dracula-like voice 
slither along the line,from the other end? Does it hell - a 
rather befuddled-sounding, obviously Yorkshire, Assistant 
Manager says "Well I'm very sorry, but it's the Manager's day 
off. Could you ring again tomorrow please?" You’d think they 
had people ringing up every day of the week offering to sit 
beside skeletons at Midnight showings of horror movies, wouldn't 
you? It wasn't my idea in the first places it was theirs.
I read it in this morning's paper - they wanted someone to sit in 
the auditorium of.their cinema all alone except for a skeleton 
by his side, at Midnight, and watch a showing of the horror 
film INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. Someone they wanted who 
is over 18 'has steel nerves' and a good heart - and can stay 
awake after midnight. (?/hich doesn't really make the film 
sound all that good, does it?) So I ring up kindly offering to 
oblige them, and it's the Manager's day off and could I ring 
again tomorrow. nrell - I may, I may not. It's not that I’m 
bothered about sitting with a skeleton^ I wouldn't particularly 
go out of my way to do it. It's not that I want to prove to 
anybody that I have 'nerves of steel’ or anything. It's just 



that I’m over 18, often stay awake reading long after midnight, 
would like to see a movie in reel peace for once without goodly 
folk breathing cigarette smoke down my neck and crunching papers 
in my ears, and, most of all, would like to see the movie for 
free. Oh well. I'm not bothered.

He’s not bothered.

But what of Potter ..... Nobody seemed to know. Oh yes letters 
kept coming but Ghod himself could never read his handwriting.

Meanwhile back at civilisation.

And we have bashed and battered our way through sales. 
Sales are fantastic things. Crowds and crowds of women. 
Millions upon millions of the fiercest creatures on earth fight
ing tooth and nail. After the first few times I fought with a 
pointed umbrella. It put me on something slightly core like an 
equal footing. It can be used like a swork, of course, or even 
a mace, but I find it most effective when brought down in a 
strong, swinging movement rather like spearing fish, against 
some unprotected head. You should go to the sales some? time - 
particularly if you are naive enough to believe in civilisation. 
The sales are a fine cure for thatl

What a word? "Civilisation".

Plaintive little trogs crouched round their idiots lanterns, square 
eyed and snotty minded, oblivious to the outside world, succumbed by 
immature drama, penny dreadful murders and red-nosed comics.....

Thank goodness I have a Universal Creative Mind.

Vhatl You didn't know. Then let me tell you all.

Chapter the three. How young DAVID 
ground down by NATIONAL SERVICE gained The STAFF of LIFE.

Picture then, to yourself, a ruddy-cheeked stocky sort of chap, 
dressed in loose ill-fitting khaki, with a humourous mouth, generous to 
a fault, ever ready to share the pint at his mates expense, possessing 
the strength of an ox and the tenderness of a Schweitzer, well read in 
the Arts and Crafts and what have you .....

.....The Man with The Universal Creative Mind IL

Actually it was only by the sheerest of accidents that I gained a 
Universal Creative Mind. At the time as you know I was serving in the 
Army and feeling moody, discontent, restless and generally low. Goodness 
knows why.

One day realising hew inhibited I was growing I trotted out for some 
fresh air. Strolling in the country I came across a small iron seat or 



stool that can so often be fotind when not wanted, but is the devil when your 
feet feel hot and blistered. Thankfully I sat down upon it,; * *

It was Miile I was setting here that I found the envelope. It
was old and taitered, I picked it up having nothing else to do but sit 
and dig the birds blowing.

This was the decisive moment in my life’. A turning point as you 
might say.

Within the envebpe,was a letter headed "The RealizationSystem df 
Practical Psychology". I began to reads-

: I i

, "Dear Sir, by this time you will have read "Realization" I hop it 
touched the right spot, the warm spot, within you".

Immediately the sense of left—o:ut—ness overcame me. how I needed; 
touching on the warm spot. Oh my, how lonely I fe ljt;. t I re ad on:-

"I hope it made you happy. Maybe it made you wonder. Maybe it- ■ 
made your pulses beat faster. Maybe it did something more....."

1 Oh just to be able to glimpse the pages of this magnetic book. 
Greater than the Enchanted Duplicathr it indeed must be.

".....mavbe it ushered right into your consciousness a flood of 
bright, daring, new hopes for the future.,; For I know you are only 
human like the rest of us... your heart and mind are thrilled by the 
thought of SELF REGENERATION....."

This was beginning to read like a handbook of interlinations and 
quotes.

".....You cannot escape having the same dreams, and desires, that 
fill the breast of every human being today....."

"The Universal Creative Mind planted that restlessness, and that 
craving in you and provided abundant means for their gratification..,.."

"........... And by the way have you noticed that the world today is a 
bit cruel and unreasonable?...."

".....Doesn’t the world seem to demand that you succeed, be prosper
ous, healthy and happy, no natter what your handicaps may be? For if you 
HAVEN’T all this, the world doesn't ask why ... it merely IGNORES YOUI 
It simply doesn't know you exist.......... " '

From then on I was Universal Creative Mind mark I. I wasn't going 
i to be left behind with the Hat Race. Oh no not me. I was going back
, to find the thing that:- "... spur us on to the leap to the top of our
; Triumphant GoalI". From now on I would be "groping to find a Newer, 

Greater Self - the Subconscious Mind". And I might add I found it. Oh 
yes I found it. As I said earlier on, Ashworth sent me all those wonder
ful books and in their pages was laid naked my Subconcious mind.



PRIZE COMPETITION !

To the first idiot to provide us with full relevant details of the 
following quotation, we offer a slightly worn rubber finger, and three 
inches of string.

"Have you ever noticed that the hills and woods are really 'blue 
in the distance?' A great many writers have done so. What a charm
ing definition (horrid word) Princess Bee gave of the horizon, and how 
differently she thought of the bigness of the world from George. Do 
you think they would find lobsters by fishing under the old stone bridge. 
(Perhaps, however, this is too severe a question for a tale about 'long 
long ago') Those forbidden Sylphs were still in the children's minds."

* For this one, a rubber thumb, and four inches.

"Twas late in the summer of 1792..................
... ...............His voice broke under his emotion as he read the futility of 
hope in his son's Bittnched face. For a moment, he bowed his head in 
abject despair..........................
............... .................................Let us suppose you have, decided to go in for fer
ret keeping. The first, and most important thing is to start off with 
some really good animals....................... ..
...................I think the picture on the present cover will be widely 
popular. It is by Mr H S Tuke, the original being in the Tate gallry 
It speaks eloquently of the joys of summer. It is an acknowledged 
masterpiece" „ .. ,Happy puzzling, Charlies!

FROM

Ken & Irene Potter, 
72 Dallas Rd

and i
’ •

Dave Wood, 
4 Coverdale Rd

Both Lancaster.


